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Abstract. We calculate accurate critical parameters for a class of non-hermitian
Hamiltonians by means of the diagonalizationmethod. We study three one-dimensional
models and two perturbed rigid rotors with PT symmetry. One of the latter models
illustrates the necessity of a more general condition for the appearance of real
eigenvalues that we also discuss here.
1. Introduction
There has recently been interest in PT-symmetric Hamiltonians that exhibit real
eigenvalues for a range of values of a potential parameter. Some of them are anharmonic
oscillators [1–9] as well as models with Dirichlet [10–12] periodic and anti-periodic
boundary conditions [13, 14].
Among the methods used for the study of such models we mention the WKB
approximation [3, 4], the eigenvalue moment method [5, 7], the multiscale reference
function analysis [6], the diagonalization method (DM) [8] and the orthogonal
polynomial projection quantization (OPPQ) (an improved Hill-determinant method) [9].
For some particular values of the potential parameter the spectrum of those PT-
symmetric Hamiltonians exhibits critical points where two real eigenvalues coalesce
and emerge as complex conjugate eigenvalues. Such critical points are also known as
exceptional points [15–18].
The purpose of this paper is the analysis of the critical points for a variety of
simple models. The calculation is based on a well known simple and quite efficient
application of the DM [15]. In section 2 we propose a somewhat more general condition
for the existence of real eigenvalues (unbroken symmetry) [19, 20] that is suitable for
models with degenerate states. In section 3 we present three one-dimensional examples
already discussed earlier by other authors. In section 4 we outline the procedure for
the calculation of critical points based on the DM. In section 5 we apply perturbation
theory to one of the models and discuss the convergence of the perturbation series for the
eigenvalues by comparison with the accurate results produced by the DM. In section 6
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we discuss a PT-symmetric perturbed planar rigid rotor that was studied earlier as
an example with E2 algebra [14]. In section 7 we discuss a non-hermitian perturbed
three-dimensional rigid rotor that was not treated before as far as we know. This most
interesting model illustrates the generalized condition for real eigenvalues mentioned
above. Finally, in section 8 we summarize the main results and draw conclusions.
2. PT Symmetry
It is well known that a wide class of non-hermitian Hamiltonians with unbroken PT
symmetry exhibit real spectra [19,20]. In general, they are invariant under an antilinear
or antiunitary transformation of the form Aˆ−1HˆAˆ = Hˆ. The antiunitary operator Aˆ
satisfies [21]
Aˆ (|f〉+ |g〉) = Aˆ |f〉+ Aˆ |g〉
Aˆc |f〉 = c∗Aˆ |f〉 , (1)
for any pair of vectors |f〉 and |g〉 and arbitrary complex number c, where the asterisk
denotes complex conjugation. This definition is equivalent to
〈
Aˆf
∣∣∣Aˆg〉 = 〈f |g〉∗ (2)
It follows from the antiunitary invariance mentioned above that [Hˆ, Aˆ] = 0.
Therefore, if |ψ〉 is an eigenvector of Hˆ with eigenvalue E
Hˆ |ψ〉 = E |ψ〉 , (3)
we have
[Hˆ, Aˆ] |ψ〉 = HˆAˆ |ψ〉 − AˆHˆ |ψ〉 = HˆAˆ |ψ〉 −E∗Aˆ |ψ〉 = 0. (4)
This equation merely tell us that if |ψ〉 is eigenvector of Hˆ with eigenvalue E then
AˆHˆ |ψ〉 is eigenvector with eigenvalue E∗. Consequently, E is real if
HˆAˆ |ψ〉 = EAˆ |ψ〉 , (5)
that contains the condition of unbroken symmetry required by Bender et al [19, 20]
Aˆ |ψ〉 = λ |ψ〉 (6)
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as a particular case. Note that equation (5) applies to the case in which Aˆ |ψ〉 is a linear
combination of degenerate eigenvectors of Hˆ with eigenvalue E.
If Kˆ is an antilinear operator such that Kˆ2 = 1ˆ (for example, the complex
conjugation operator) then it follows from (2) that AˆKˆ = Uˆ is unitary (Uˆ † = Uˆ−1).
In other words, any antilinear operator Aˆ can be written as a product of a unitary
operator and the complex conjugation operation [21]. In most of the non-hermitian
models studied Uˆ−1 = Uˆ that results in Aˆ2 = 1ˆ (as in the case of the parity operator
Uˆ = Pˆ that gives rise to PT symmetry) [19, 20].
3. Some simple one-dimensional examples
In this section we consider three examples of the Schro¨dinger equation
Hˆψ = Eψ
Hˆ = pˆ2 + Vˆ (x), (7)
with eigenvalues E0 < E1 < . . ..
The first one [3, 5, 6]
Hˆ = pˆ2 + ixˆ3 + iaxˆ, (8)
exhibits an infinite set of critical values 0 > a0 > a1 > ... > an > ... of a so
that E2n = E2n+1 at a = an. Both eigenvalues are real when a > an and become
complex conjugate numbers when a < an. The eigenfunctions ψ2n and ψ2n+1 are linearly
dependent at the exceptional point a = an [15–18].
The second example is [1, 4, 7]
Hˆ = pˆ2 + xˆ4 + iaxˆ. (9)
If Pˆ denotes the parity operator we have Pˆ Hˆ(a)Pˆ = Hˆ(−a) so that E(−a) = E(a).
Because of this property of the eigenvalues the crossings E2n = E2n+1 take place at
±an, where 0 < a0 < a1 < . . . < an < .... In this case the pair of coalescing eigenvalues
become complex conjugate numbers when |a| > an
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The third example is given by
Hˆ = pˆ2 + iaxˆ, (10)
with the boundary conditions ψ(±1) = 0. In this case we also find that the crossings take
place at ±an, an > 0 as in the preceding one. Because of physical reasons Rubinstein
et al [10] considered only the half line a > 0.
4. Diagonalization method
In order to solve the Schro¨dinger equation (7) we resort to a matrix representation
of the Hamiltonian operator Hij = 〈i| Hˆ |j〉 in an appropriate orthonormal basis set
{|j〉 , j = 0, 1, . . .}. We obtain the eigenvalues from the roots of the characteristic
polynomial given by the secular determinant D(E, a) = |H−EI| = 0, where H is an
N × N matrix with elements Hij, i, j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 and I is the N × N identity
matrix. We look for those roots of the characteristic polynomial that converge as N
increases. The characteristic polynomial gives us either E(a) or a(E).







and E2n(an) = E2n+1(an) = en. Therefore, we can obtain the critical parameters
approximately from the set of polynomial equations {D(E, a) = 0, ∂D(E, a)/∂E = 0}
[15]. We look for pairs of roots (an,N , en,N) that converge as N →∞.
The eigenvectors of the harmonic oscillator Hˆ0 = pˆ
2 + xˆ2 are a suitable basis set
for the first two examples (8) and (9), and for the third one (10) we choose





, n = 1, 2, . . . (12)
Before proceeding with the discussion of the examples we want to stress that the
DM is a simple and most efficient approach for the accurate calculation of the eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of those PT-symmetric oscillators with eigenfunctions that vanish
exponentially along the real x axis. In order to illustrate this point we compare the DM
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with the recently developed OPPQ [9]. As an example we choose the PT-symmetric
oscillator Hˆ = pˆ2 + ixˆ3 because Handy and Vrinceanu [9] showed OPPQ results of
increasing order of accuracy for this model. Although both methods resort to the same
Gaussian function and Hermite polynomials, Table 1 shows that the rate of convergence
of the DM is noticeably greater. It is striking that the DM of order N appears to be
nearly as accurate as the OPPQ of order N + 20.
Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the first critical parameters for the examples (8), (9) and
(10) calculated with N ≤ 300, N ≤ 300 and N = 100 basis functions, respectively.
With those results we carried out nonlinear regressions of the form




b = − 0.324± 0.015
c = − 1.9288± 0.0083
s = 0.6751± 0.0011, (14)
for (8),
b = 0.407± 0.010
c = 1.1540± 0.0048
s = 0.7555± 0.0010, (15)
for (9) and
b = − 0.00028± 0.00016
c = 1.732092± 9.5× 10−6
s = 0.9999951± 9.4× 10−7, (16)
for (10). The parameters in equation (15) are in good agreement with the WKB ones [4]
which suggests that even the first critical parameters for that model exhibit the large-en
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asymptotic behaviour given exactly by the WKB method. The nonlinear regression
appears to be most accurate for the example (10) where it seems that an = 1.7321en.
It seems that en is always approximately between E2n−1(a = 0) and E2n(a = 0) and,
therefore, increases asymptotically as n2. Consequently, an behaves approximately in
the same way.
In the discussion below we sometimes find it convenient to write g for ia and
consider g complex. Figure 1 shows En(g), n = 1, 2, 3, 4 for the example (10) for g real
and purely imaginary. We will discuss this case with more detail in the next section.
5. Perturbation theory
Delabaere and Trinh [3] derived the exact Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger series asymptotic to
the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (8) for large a. For the three examples discussed in
section 3 it is also possible to obtain a perturbation series for small a (see, for example,
Ferna´ndez et al [2]). In all of them the Taylor series for En about a = 0 exhibits a
finite nonzero radius of convergence (see, for example, page 111 in reference [23] and
references therein). The three Hamiltonians are PT symmetric when g is imaginary and
(9) and (10) are Hermitian when g is real. The perturbation series for the eigenvalues






We can calculate the coefficients En,j approximately for the former and exactly for the













(2 b3n − 825b
2
n + 23400 bn − 95625) g
6
36b8n
+ . . . , (18)
where bn = n
2pi2/2. The radius of convergence of the perturbation series for both E2n−1
and E2n, n = 1, 2, . . . cannot be greater than an because the two eigenvalues coalesce at
the exceptional branch points g = ±ian.
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Figure 2 shows the first four eigenvalues of the problem (10) when g = ia calculated
by means of the DM and by perturbation theory of order 20. We appreciate that there
is a good agreement between both approaches for the first two eigenvalues for almost
all the values of −a1 < a < a1 except close to the crossings where perturbation theory
is expected to fail. The situation appears to be quite similar for the fourth eigenvalue
but the behaviour of the perturbation series for the third eigenvalue strongly suggests
that its radius of convergence may be considerably smaller than a2.
If g = ±ian were the singularities closest to the origin, one could obtain them from
the perturbation coefficients En,j as follows: [23]
an = lim
k→∞









Table 5 shows that a1(k) =
∣∣∣ (1/2−k)E1,k
(k+1)E1,k+1
∣∣∣1/2 already converges towards the result in Table 4
as k increases, and we obtain identical results with the coefficient E2,k as expected.
However, the sequences with En,k do not converge when n > 2 which suggests that
there may be other branch points on the complex g-plane closest to the origin. For
example, E3(g) exhibits branch points at gc = ±11.48088661 + 26.24188126i and also
at g∗c that are closer to the origin than g2 = ia2 (|gc| = 28.64344759 < a2). As already
mentioned above, equation (19) is only suitable for a branch point on the imaginary
axis [23] and therefore does not converge in the latter case. The branch points at gc
and g∗c account for the behaviour of the perturbation series for E3(g) in Fig. 2 discussed
above.
6. Non-hermitian perturbed planar rigid rotor
In this section we consider a simple model with periodic boundary conditions that we
prefer to treat separately from those in section 3.
Bender and Kalvecks [14] studied the eigenvalues of
− ψ′′(θ) + g cos(θ)ψ(θ) = Eψ(θ), (20)
with periodic ψ(θ + 2pi) = ψ(θ) and anti-periodic ψ(θ + 2pi) = −ψ(θ) boundary
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conditions. This equation is a particular case of [14]
Hˆψ = Eψ,




when V (g, θ) = g cos(θ).
By means of the unitary operator Uˆ that produces the transformation Uˆ †θ Uˆ =
θ+pi, Uˆ †Jˆ Uˆ = Jˆ we can construct the antiunitary operator Aˆ = Uˆ Tˆ = Tˆ Uˆ , where Tˆ is
the time-inversion operator, as indicated in section 2. Since A−1HˆAˆ = Hˆ when g = ia
is purely imaginary we expect real eigenvalues for some real values of a.
Here we consider only periodic boundary conditions and transform equation (20)
into the Mathieu equation [22] by means of the transformations θ = 2x, EBK = E/4
and gBK = g/2, so that
ϕ′′(x) + [E − 2g cos(2x)]ϕ(x) = 0, (22)










respectively, where the coefficients A2m and B2m can be calculated by means of simple
three-term recurrence relations [22]. We can efficiently calculate accurate eigenvalues
from either the secular determinant, as discussed in section 4, or the truncation
conditions A2N = 0 and B2N = 0 for sufficiently large values of N . We denote Ee,n
n = 0, 1, . . . and Eo,n, n = 1, 2, . . . the eigenvalues of the even and odd solutions,
respectively. Obviously, Ee,n = Eo,n = 4n
2, n = 1, 2, . . ., when g = 0.
The results of Bender and Kalveks [14] suggest that pairs of eigenvalues
(Ee,2n, Ee,2n+1) and (Eo,2n+1, Eo,2n), n = 0, 1, . . . coalesce at±ae,n and±ao,n, respectively,
when g = ia. Tables 6 and 7 show the critical parameters for the even and odd solutions,
respectively, to the Mathieu equation (22). They approximately follow a straight line of
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the form an = 0.582en + 3.66. Once again we appreciate that both en and an increase
asymptotically as n2.
7. Non-hermitian perturbed three-dimensional rigid rotor
An even more interesting example of rigid rotor is provided by
Hˆ = Lˆ2 − g cos(θ), (24)
where Lˆ2 is the square of the dimensionless quantum-mechanical angular-momentum
operator. This Hamiltonian is invariant under the antiunitary transformation Aˆ = Uˆ Tˆ
discussed above when g is purely imaginary.
In order to apply the DM we resort to the set of eigenvectors |l, m〉 of Lˆ2 and Lˆz:
Lˆ2 |l, m〉 = l(l + 1) |l, m〉 ,
Lˆz |l, m〉 = m |l, m〉 , (25)
where l = 0, 1, . . . and m = 0 ± 1,±2, . . . ,±l are the angular momentum and magnetic




ci |M + i,m〉 , (26)
where M = |m| and the coefficients satisfy the recurrence relation [23] (and references
therein)






, Bi = (i+M)(i+M + 1)− E. (27)
There is also a simple recurrence relation for the secular determinants [23] but we do
not need it here because we can efficiently obtain E(g) from the roots of cN = 0 for
sufficiently large N .
We denote EM,n, M,n = 0, 1, . . . the eigenvalues of Hˆ so that EM ′,n′ = EM,n
when M + n = M ′ + n′ and g = 0. The eigenvectors |ψm,n〉 with m = ±M are
degenerate. In the coordinate representation the basis set of eigenvectors of Lˆ2 and Lˆz
are the spherical harmonics 〈θ, φ |l, m〉 = Y ml (θ, φ) that satisfy Aˆ |l, m〉 = (−1)
l |l,−m〉.
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Besides, it follows from the recurrence relation (27) that ci,M,n is either real or imaginary
when i is even or odd, respectively. Therefore, c∗i,M,n(−1)
M+i = (−1)Mci,M,n and
Aˆ |ψm,n〉 = (−1)
M |ψ−m,n〉. We clearly see that in this case Aˆ |ψm,n〉 6= λ |ψm,n〉 but
the eigenvalue EM,n is real because HˆAˆ |ψm,n〉 = EM,nAˆ |ψm,n〉 in agreement with the
more general condition for real eigenvalues developed in section 2.
Fig. 3 shows the eigenvalues EM,n for M = 0, 1, 2, 3 and n = 0, 1, 2. It suggests
that pairs of eigenvalues (EM,2n, EM,2n+1) coalesce at a = ±aM,n when g = ia. Tables
8, 9, 10 and 11 show several critical parameters for M = 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively . In this
case we also find a linear relationship aM,n = b+ ceM,n between the critical parameters,
where c ≈ 1.18, and that they increase asymptotically as n2.
8. Conclusions
It appears to be clear from the results obtained throughout this paper that the DM is a
remarkably simple and efficient tool for the calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of a wide class of PT-symmetric models. In fact, the DM appears to converge more
rapidly than more elaborate approaches [9] and seems to be particularly useful for the
calculation of critical parameters and exceptional points.
The condition for real eigenvalues developed in section 2 appears to be more general
than the one invoked in earlier studies of the PT-symmetric Hamiltonians. This fact
is plainly illustrated by the perturbed rigid rotator (24) for which the commonly used
condition for unbroken symmetry (6) does not hold but the eigenvalues are real as long
as the more general condition (5) applies.
Present numerical investigation suggests that both critical parameters for the three
models (10), (20) and (24) behave asymptotically as n2. We may be tempted to
conjecture that this is a general property of such systems but that is not the case.
The analysis of the exactly solvable models with piecewise constant potentials proposed
by Znojil and collaborators [11–13] reveals a different behaviour. In the case of the
potential V (x) = iZx/|x|, −1 < x < 1, with Dirichlet or periodic boundary conditions
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Table 1. Convergence of the DM and OPPQ for Hˆ = pˆ2 + ixˆ3
DM OPPQ DM OPPQ
N E0 E1
20 1.15638348063027 1.15720107946295 4.10944159217725 3.85785039690029
40 1.15626708286738 1.15626701076546 4.10922836311577 4.10917078909004
60 1.15626707198833 1.15626707203003 4.10922875272617 4.10922884747775
80 1.15626707198811 1.15626707198786 4.10922875280961 4.10922875282249
100 1.15626707198811 1.15626707198811 4.10922875280965 4.10922875280956
E2 E3
20 7.79277572798155 7.27293255888356 10.3897589647850 10.11399345333521
40 7.56228430688572 7.56274007348397 11.3137218751498 11.44673034474738
60 7.56227386040027 7.56226879749661 11.3144217612385 11.31447586752061
80 7.56227385497881 7.56227386127323 11.3144218200804 11.31442184225783
100 7.56227385497882 7.56227385497590 11.3144218201957 11.31442182025857












Figure 1. First four eigenvalues En(g) for the model (10) with g = a (dashed line)
and g = ia (solid line)
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Figure 2. First four eigenvalues En(g) for the model (10) with g = ia calculated by
the diagonalization method (solid line) and perturbation theory (dashed line)







































Figure 3. Eigenvalues EM,n(ia) of the rigid rotor (24)
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Table 11. Critical parameters e3,n and a3,n for the rigid rotor (24)
e3,n a3,n
18.3932656869754919346793973788 16.8966533642743226378461806280
37.0261276648638864684719643139 38.7837061748124744181847563089
62.6669859858232821773304748336 68.7740586891067799587798103556
95.3306215019736927494865643118 106.915119263007675368240263857
135.020028981874691707132974862 153.217194854387105286541377321
181.736151824585196120205263944 207.683669335464793838124652103
235.479364255103716530989139084 270.315929035220727532388027826
296.249838077915056335119725000 341.114629238351091770190392543
364.047660655340315855748376441 420.080112725581765701401257790
438.872879915491109161811406148 507.212572987544823448482273980
520.725523743932161740530113278 602.512125938872178124628573208
609.605609143244375059516152739 705.978844426605700033807188021
705.513146883842805626496171499 817.612776073132832143973505231
808.448144007708646910693123011 937.413953057538062250373844424
918.410605243078958607010397392 1065.38239774458967328397480722
1035.40053383702430388114116904 1201.51812605992292426362249599
1159.41793206278032717306053303 1345.82114958635061001956413623
1290.46280153831843226127329649 1498.29147690625339213241310920
1428.53514343169852409564937760 1658.92911448450732063468893814
1573.63495859652721769067726115 1827.73406726311001705562366049
1725.76224766315409747995008471 2004.70633907016901625781758106
1884.91701110119625582112832348 2189.84593290656915762534485743
2051.09924926310976011661273016 2383.15285115035342904111463156
2224.30896241500183043304906063 2584.62709570470366379109882661
2404.54615075871058072339672775 2794.26866810660184529365303827
2591.81081444781812982947448859 3012.07756960765198814361352503
2786.10295359939116923987354036 3238.05380123490915423799786847
